Size, versatility, portability define infrared options

The direction of manufacturing in the infrared equipment industry depends, it seems, on which manufacturer is doing the analysis. That's a good thing for contractors as they can find a piece of equipment to match just about any need they have.

But even bigger than the variety of equipment available is the acceptance of the infrared process.

"Infrared has been around since 1962 and even in 1996 I rarely talked with people familiar with the process," says Al Knipling of Kasi Infrared. "I spent my time selling them on the process, not the equipment. Now people want a complete system and people call all the time asking about equipment. It's just night and day from 10 years ago."

David Strassman, president of Asphalt Reheat Systems, adds that every asphalt contractor in the United States ought to have a heater.

"Infrared equipment has become an essential part of a pavement maintenance crew, and portability of the heater is the single biggest improvement over the recent years," Strassman says. "Anybody with a pickup truck can and should have some old asphalt, a lute, a plate compactor and an infrared unit."

Wes Van Velsor, president of Ray-Tech Infrared says more pavers are buying infrared equipment to correct imperfections on their own jobs.

"For a lot of the bigger pavers it's a tool," he says. "When you need it it's effective and it pays for itself real quick. You might not use it every day but when you do it pays for itself."

The increased acceptance of infrared combined with the huge variety of uses has resulted in a variety of equipment to choose from. While some manufacturers have focused their efforts on larger, truck- or trailer-mounted, all-inclusive machines designed to serve a contractors every need, other manufacturers emphasize smaller units. And some manufacturers focus on specialty infrared units, such as equipment designed specifically to heat cold joints in asphalt paving or to heat surfaces and tape for thermoplastic applications. But regardless of which view suits your business, you can find the equipment to add infrared repair to your fleet.

Knipling says the infrared market has become more sophisticated, and the equipment Kasi manufactures is designed with that in mind.

"People want more and more bells and whistles, they want a more complete unit," Knipling says.

He says contractors realize that in order to be in the infrared business they have to have three systems with them all the time: the pavement heater, a hot box or reclaimer, and some sort of compaction unit.
Contractors have a wide choice of infrared units, ranging from smaller, portable equipment (Asphalt Reheat Systems, left) to truck-mounted units that include more features in one unit (Ray-Tech Infrared Corp., right).

er but also the advantages of a smaller, more maneuverable vehicle.

"A big consideration we had in developing this machine was customer convenience," Knipping says. "So we added hydraulics and that eliminated a lot of the mechanical systems. That makes for a safer machine because you don’t have to worry about cables, winches, and hooks."

Another modification in The Patriot is for the compaction units. Knipping says that contractors have indicated they like the convenience of storing the roller on the unit itself. On most units that means using a cable and winch to lift the roller up...
to 48 inches off the ground.

"Instead we lowered the compartment that holds the roller to 15 inches off the ground," Knipfing says. "And instead of relying on a winch to pick it up and put it down we have a ramp that unfolds from the storage compartment. It's simpler and safer."

The Patriot also features a new Ultimate Air blower system that runs at 24 volts and has an anticipated life of 20,000 hours of operation.

"The blower motors take the gas and air, mix it, and propel it into the heating chamber and through the infrared converters," Knipfing says. "In the past there's always been a maintenance issue because the brushes on the blower system wear out and need replacement. The Ultimate Air blowers use completely different technology with blower motor and controls all in one. It's a brushless system that eliminates all maintenance issues in the unit."

He says they have also relocated the propane tanks, which also should help contractors work during cold weather.

---
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"One potential problem with propane tanks is they can freeze up," Knipfing says. Since the reclaiming box is warm to the touch, giving off a little residual heat, we decided to place the propane tanks against it to prevent them from frostng.

Another manufacturer, Thermotrack, distinguishes itself in the market partly through its "reciprocating" heating element, which Greg Larsen, president, markets as the "next generation heating." The system relies on an electric-powered, belt-driven, non-stationary infrared heating element that travels back and forth on a rounded rail. Instead of ceramics, the heating elements are constructed of a tight stainless steel mesh screen.

Larsen says the unit is portable and folds up for easy transport. The 9-ft.-wide heating element can travel 6.5 feet, meaning the unit can heat an 86.5-sq.-ft. area. Larsen says the heating area also can be "controlled and downsized" for smaller jobs.

Larsen adds contractors can see the pavement as it's heating, which can be an advantage in certain situations.

Another company that sees the market wanting smaller, more compact units is Asphalt Reheat Systems.

"Our goal is simpler, smaller, and more efficient," Strassman says. "Our new heaters are smaller, they weigh less, they have fewer parts, and they heat better."

Strassman says Asphalt Reheat Systems' infrared units use half the fuel and heat twice as fast as some units on the market, partly because they are smaller. He says new models, introduced at NPE, are 30% smaller, weigh 30% less (between 90 and 100 pounds) and run their electrical systems off solar panels.

Virtually all manufacturers recognize the need for versatility, so they are now producing machines with heaters that can be heated in a variety of configurations. Ray-Tech Infrared, for example, has one unit that's 13 feet wide but it can be heated in a variety of zones and configurations.

"The heating chambers on the units are made in different sizes and different configurations," Van Velsor
Portable, smaller units include Thermotrack’s (left), which features a heater that moves over the pavement, and Asphalt Reheat System’s 1 x 8 split heater (above and right).

enables you to subcontract less, control more, and generate additional revenue at the same time. Don’t think of it as an asphalt heater anymore, just think of it as a heater and all of a sudden that opens the doors to a huge variety of things that can be done with it.

Seymour Stripe products are formulated to address today’s environmental concerns while providing efficient and dependable performance in a wide range of marking applications. From utilities and construction to recreational and maintenance applications, Seymour offers a Stripe product suited to your needs.

A. Traffic Machine (Z-604) Designed exclusively for Stripe Traffic Paints, this easy-to-use machine applies crisp, even 2” to 4” lines to concrete or asphalt.
B. Pewter Reflective Marking Paint Unique marking paint system provides considerable cost savings and ease of application when compared to reflective tape. Can be applied immediately to hot asphalt and dries in less than two minutes. Produces a high-visibility line. Reflects brightly, day or night. Packaged in 20 cans.
C. Marking Wand (Z-606) For use with a variety of Stripe inverted Tip Marking Paints, this lightweight tool is ideal for a wide range of marking applications.
D. Curb Marking Wand (Z-606) Compact and lightweight, this tool is ideal for marking curbs, applying numbers and logos. For use on concrete, asphalt and athletic fields. Use with Traffic Marking and Traffic Marker Extra.
E. Marking Gun (Z-655) Compact and lightweight, this tool is ideal for free-hand marking with any Stripe Inverted Tip Marking Paint.
F. Latex Traffic Marking Stencil Gun (Z-606) This tool is ideal for applying Latex Traffic Marking Stencil Applications.
G. Stripe Latex Traffic Marker Stripe® Latex Traffic Marker is a waterborne formulation for line striping. Engineered to be used in the Z-604 Traffic Machine for quick and easy application on concrete, blacktop and other surfaces.
H. Stripe Inverted Tip Marker (water based) Stripe® Inverted Tip Marker is a fast-drying marking paint designed to be sprayed in an inverted position for easy use.
I. Stripe Inverted Tip Marker (solvent based) Stripe® Inverted Tip Marker is a fast-drying marking paint designed to be sprayed in an inverted position for easy use.
K. Upright Marking Spray Uses include marking operations, bridge & building construction, color coding of piping, etc.
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